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WELCOME TO THE SUMMER EDITION OF MPP’S SEASONAL MARKET GUIDE
FOR FOOD BUYERS AND CATERERS. OUR QUARTERLY MARKET REPORTS ARE
DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU THE KEY INFORMATION YOU NEED TO HELP YOU MAKE
BETTER BUYING DECISIONS.
In this summer report we bring you:
• the latest figures on food price
inflation to help your budgeting
• the effect of a weaker pound and the
weather on food prices
• longer term factors affecting food
industry costs
• what’s cooling down and what’s
heating up in consumer trends
• quality and availability in fresh foods
• a ‘heads up’ on the debate about the
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government’s Eatwell campaign
• upcoming promotional weeks to take
advantage of.
Summer is a fantastic time to make
the most of UK-grown fresh produce
as it comes into season, as well as
good quality items like tomatoes
that can be grown outdoors at this
time of year in the hotter European
countries like Italy, Greece, Spain and
Portugal. The disappointing weather
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for National Barbecue Week at the
beginning of June can be made up
for with opportunities as the summer
progresses.
At MPP, we’re all about getting the
keenest prices and the best value
for our customers. Call us for the
latest prices and availability of a wide
range of produce: 0844 247 7792
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The economy
General inflation in the UK was at an
historically low level last year, and
even in the food industry, where prices
of specific items can be volatile, we’ve
got used to overall price stability. The
latest figures are only available up to
April so far (the May figures will be
released in mid-June). They show that
food prices did not change between
March and April: for comparison,
last year they fell slightly in the same
period.
Importers however are reporting
that some items are getting more
expensive because the pound has
weakened against the euro and
the dollar, reflecting uncertainty in
the currency markets in the weeks
leading up to the UK referendum on
membership of the European Union.
The referendum takes place on June
23, and there could be further currency
volatility in the next few weeks.
A longer term influence on the prices
of some fresh produce is whether

There are also non-food factors
affecting costs, directly or indirectly, in
the hospitality and catering industries:
Direct effect: the National Living Wage
• came into effect on 1 April 2014
• started at £7.20 an hour for workers
over 25, 50p an hour more than the
old minimum wage
• workers aged 21-25 earn £6.70
an hour
• other rates are: £5.30 for age
18-20; £3.87 for age 16-17; £3.30
for apprentices.
This cost increase is affecting the
food supply, catering and hospitality
industries, which employ large
numbers of workers on minimum
wages. Although the structure has

an incentive to employ more younger
people and apprentices, many
businesses need to retain certain levels
of older and experienced staff.
Indirect effect: higher cost of transport
because of the ‘lorry driver crisis’
There is now a national shortage of
fully qualified HGV / LGV drivers in the
UK, which is affecting the cost and
efficiency of logistics and supply chain
management. The reasons are:
• too few young drivers starting
training: the average age of lorry drivers
in the UK is 53, and retiring drivers are
not being replaced at a high enough
rate by new ones
• the higher cost of training following
the introduction of the new Certificate
of Professional Competence for lorry
drivers from 10 September 2014. As
well as passing four tests of driving
ability, hazard awareness and safe
cargo handling, drivers must now
undergo 35 hours of periodic training
every five years in order to stay
qualified.

Potatoes

Wholesale prices have been rising. Cold wet weather a planting time could delay new season’s
supply, and quality of stored potatoes is variable

Carrots

New season carrots now available

Swedes

New crop will start in July

Broccoli / cauliflower

UK supplies coming in, good supply of cauliflower to meet growing demand

Cabbages

White and savoy from UK stores still available, red supply declining; fresh UK savoy starting now

Onions

Last year’s drought in Spain affected supplies of large onions, and Spanish onions are still at
record prices. Quality of stored onions variable

Avocadoes

Demand for the new superfood continues to grow at a phenomenal rate. Production will lag, as
new trees take several years to become productive. Combined with shortages in Israel and
Spain, and hail damage in S. Africa, there will be continuous upward price pressure

Tomatoes

Outdoor European planting under way for fresh tomatoes

Peppers and cucumbers Dutch and UK seasons starting
UK-grown fresh herbs

UK growers are investing more in growing herbs under cover and supply is increasingly reliable

Peas

While the price of European garden peas has risen, mange-tout peas have seen price falls

Lettuce, spinach, rocket

UK season starting, but warm weather has increased aphid risk

Berries, apples and pears UK costs will be impacted by higher wages for these labour-intensive fruits, and by currency
weakness for imports
Citrus

Drastic fall in Spanish lemon volumes will push prices up, as well as currency weakness (also a
problem for USD-based imports later in the season)

Focus on Fish
and Shellfish

Consumer trends
We try to help our clients to stay up to date with the latest trends in food service and catering.
As we are continually watching the markets, we’re well placed to pick up what’s attracting interest,
and what’s losing its appeal. Here’s our quick summary of what’s trending in spring 2016:

Cooling down		
Heating up
Sugar – despite the popularity of programmes like The
Great British Bake-off, consumers are becoming more
aware of links between sugar and obesity

Full-fat – new research suggesting that saturated fats
might not be all bad could encourage people to eat more
butter and other dairy products (see our Heads Up on this)

Meat-eating, for health or environmental reasons

Fish, and interesting vegetable dishes as a meal in
themselves. Prêt à Manger is testing demand with its Soho
pop-up Veggie Prêt concept this month

Orange juice – for the same reasons that people are
avoiding sugar

Artisan soft drinks and ‘healthy’ smoothies

Pasta – falling victim to trends to reduce carbohydrate
consumption

Alternative carbs like chickpeas, lentils or spelt, or even
cauliflower ‘rice’ and courgette ‘spaghetti’

Additives

‘Clean’ eating
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farmers can use their land more
profitably for growing crops for biofuels, or even for solar farms. To
the extent that domestic production
of certain crops falls as a result,
wholesale buyers will have to look
abroad for imports to make up the
supply.
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Consumer demand for fish is growing,
and fish farming has expanded
worldwide to meet it. Fish is now the
largest traded food commodity in the
world by value. However, as we pointed
out in the spring market report, the
supply of farmed fish is vulnerable
to disruption through outbreaks of
disease.
Salmon prices were already rising in
spring following the blighting of the
Norwegian salmon harvest by sea lice
last year. Prices have been pushed up
further this year by problems in Chile,
a major salmon producer, where rising
sea temperatures (the El Niño effect)
and low rainfall have led to a toxic
outbreak of sea algae bloom.
Nearer to home, cod and UK haddock
prices have been rising. The good
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news is that after several years of
protection through quotas, cod stocks
are reported to be recovering well.
An outbreak of ‘early mortality
syndrome’ is currently affecting
shrimp and prawn availability from
Asian producers.

Dairy and eggs
While the price of milk remains low
globally, some of the EU producers
have started to export competitively
priced dairy products. This could
mean slightly higher prices for
some dairy products locally, and
products imported into the UK from
euro-based countries will be slightly
more expensive because of the weak
exchange rate.
The price of free-range eggs remains
firm and could rise as demand for
free-range grows.

The weather
A mild and damp start to last winter
(favouring a good cabbage crop)
was followed by a brief colder, drier
period in January. Rain then followed
in spring, making a difficult start to
the planting season. The cold and
wet weather in March delayed some
potato planting. UK new season
potatoes might appear a little later
than usual, adding to upward price
pressures on potatoes.
We’ve mentioned previously concern
about El Niño creating erratic
weather patterns, especially in
equatorial countries. The latest news
on El Niño is that its effects are now
expected to be less severe this year.
However, it has already affected
salmon farming in South America
– see our report in the fish section
later.
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The full-fat versus low-fat / fat versus carbohydrate debates
In trying to spot consumer food trends, we were interested to read about the recent argument between the government
body, Public Health England (PHE), and other research organisations that are questioning the government’s dietary
guidelines on fats and carbohydrates. PHE recommends that about one-third of diet should consist of starchy
carbohydrates, and its overall recommendations are summarised in the Eatwell guide, published in March:

Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-eatwell-guide
However, the National Obesity Forum
and Public Health Collaboration (not
an official body) have said that this
amount of starchy carbohydrates leads
to obesity. They say that saturated fats
do not cause heart disease and that
fats are not as bad for the health as is
widely believed. They also say that lowfat substitutes are not healthy, because
they add carbohydrates to compensate

for the fat removed. PHE has called
this view “irresponsible”, and not
based on a systematic review of all the
available evidence.
The fat versus carbohydrate debate is
also influenced by food bloggers. While
they are putting forward their personal
points of view and describing their
own experience – sometimes linked to

books they are selling – they can carry
weight with the public and create or
fuel new trends in consumer demand.
So it looks likely that more people
will start enjoying butter again ( but
perhaps not on their toast if they’re
following a low-carb diet …)

PROMOTIONAL WEEKS SUMMER 2016
JUNE 11-19 NATIONAL PICNIC WEEK
http://www.nationalpicnicweek.co.uk

JUNE 15 NATIONAL BEER DAY
http://www.beerdaybritain.co.uk

JUNE 12 THE BIG LUNCH
http://www.thebiglunch.com

NATIONAL BARBECUE WEEK
This ran from May 30 to June 5 but was a wash-out for many.
So why not have another go later in the summer?

My Purchasing Partner, The Old Bakery, Green Street, Lytham FY8 5LG
Tel: 01234 841889 E-Mail: info@mypurchasingpartner.co.uk
www.mypurchasingpartner.co.uk
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